Netnology Services Platform (nSP)
Data Sheet
OVERVIEW
Netnology Services Platform (nSP) supports
cross-domain software-defined solutions on
multiple platforms. This means that you can
show a Demonstration or a Proof of Value
(POV), train using hands-on labs, and
implement a production deployment of next
generation software-defined solutions without
needing a huge team of experts or a large
investment in infrastructure.

Designed to help enterprises and service
providers test, train, sell and deploy SDx
solutions more effectively and efficiently, nSP
dramatically reduces time from concept to
value. Adopted by the Cisco Mentored Install
and Training (MINT) Program, nSP is the
platform of choice for numerous MSPs,
resellers and enterprise customers who
want results.

“nSP helps partners close deals today while mentoring them on repeatable
motions they can incorporate into their sales and service practices.”
- Jason Gallo, VP, Worldwide Sales, Global Partner Sales Cisco

DEMO & POV

TRAINING &
SALES
PRODUCTION as-a-SERVICE
ENABLEMENT DEPLOYMENT SOLUTIONS

Simplify SDx solutions across
Data Center, WAN and Campus
environments.
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NETNOLOGY SERVICES
PLATFORM (nSP)
Demo & POV

nSP KEY FEATURES

Customers can leverage nSP for
Demonstrations of specific use cases and for
deploying POV environments for SDx solutions.

nSP key features are designed to help VARs,
enterprises and service provider customers of
all sizes explore, adopt, and deploy SDx and
Cloud solutions.

Cisco SD-WAN and SASE Proof of Value
(POV) are some of the service offerings which
leverages capabilities within nSP to deploy and
scale SD-WAN and SASE environments within
minutes.
Training & Sales Enablement
In addition to Demo & POV, nSP provides
a robust virtual training environment that
includes self-paced training with hands-on labs.
Customers can create customized training or
take advantage of Netnology’s library of
self-paced training modules, scripted Demo,
and online videos.

Deploy and scale
in minutes
Simplified
deployment
flows
Multi-vendor
integration

Standardized
templates

Production Deployment
One of the key advantages of nSP is the
ability to use the same platform for production
deployments as for Demo and POV.
A prime example is the production deployment
of Cisco SD-WAN hosted on nSP.

Secure access
from anywhere
Flexible
deployment
options

nSP Services Examples: Cisco SD-WAN and SASE
Cisco SD-WAN is a flexible cloud-managed networking solution that meets the complex needs
of modern WANs. Cisco delivers the complete range of SASE capabilities through several
networking and security components.
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nSP Cisco SD-WAN and SASE
Deployment Models

-50%

Less
Complexity

80+%

Faster
Deployment

40%

nSP simplifies the provisioning of Demo, POV,
and production deployment of Cisco SD-WAN
and SASE to accelerate the time to value for
enterprises. In a few simple steps, customers
can leverage nSP to implement Cisco SD-WAN
and SASE in various deployment models, all
leveraging APIs to integrate nSP with vManage
and Umbrella and to automate provisioning.

Up to
OPEX
Reduction

Pre-defined templates
& policies, drop down
menus for use cases.

POV: 40 hours down
to 4 hours
LD: 80 hours down
to 8 hours
Reduced operational
costs through
simplification and
streamlining.

Award-Winning SDx and
Cloud Solution Provider

READY FOR AUTOMATION DEPLOYMENT?
Contact us to set up a demo and see just how easy
it is to get faster SDx deployment and enablement
that you need to run and grow your business.

info@netnology.io

www.netnology.io
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